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Abstract
The graphics pipeline is a challenging topic in computer graphics. It requires significant thought
to gain a full understanding of how individual steps affect a given scene, as well as how they fit
together to create a complete, coherent process. Currently, computer science students rely on
static images from textbooks to understand the actions of each pipeline step, which are often
unhelpful, especially in the case of projection diagrams. In this report, I design, demonstrate,
and analyse a novel educational mobile application which will accompany a course textbook
and allow the user to visualise an arbitrary scene as each graphics pipeline step is applied.
Transition animations give the user immediate visual feedback on the state of the scene, which
aids understanding. The educational value of the chosen platform and design is examined.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
There exists a large interest in the field of computer graphics. Graphics is a popular choice of
course within computer science, and there is a growing community of video-game developers,
students and professionals alike, learning to use graphics libraries for the purposes of videogames and mobile apps. Over 140,000 apps were added to the Android Play Store in December
2013 alone (AppBrain, 2014), a large proportion of which utilise the OpenGL graphics library.
However, despite this activity, there is a lack of educational tools with which to visualise the
effects of the graphics pipeline. Students typically refer to textbooks and printed lecture notes
to learn how the pipeline manipulates a scene, but it is difficult to visualise concepts such as
perspective projection from static images.
I propose that a solution is to create an interactive simulator which displays the effect of each
pipeline step in order and on demand. This project focusses on the development of such a
simulator, which can be used as an educational tool and classroom aid. It should teach the user
the fundamental concepts in the graphics pipeline, and give students a good understanding of
the steps involved. The implementation should achieve the specific goals set out in Chapter 2.

1.2 Background
The layout of the graphics pipeline depends largely on the implementation of the graphics
library in question. Due to the diversity of available libraries, and the restrictions imposed by
their target hardware, the pipeline can be defined in a variety of ways. In the popular Interactive
Computer Graphics textbook (Angel & Shreiner, 2012, p. 35), a high-level abstraction of the
graphics pipeline is introduced, consisting of four steps;
1. Vertex processing
2. Clipping and primitive assembly
3. Rasterisation
4. Fragment processing
In reality, more than four steps are processed, but not all of them are implemented by every
graphics library. Consider the two most common desktop libraries, Direct3D and OpenGL,
shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2.
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Figure 1.1 Direct3D 11 pipeline (Microsoft, 2012)

Figure 1.2 OpenGL 4.4 pipeline (OpenGL, 2009)

The two approaches have at least ten steps each and share some common structure, despite
subtle distinctions in layout and terminology. For instance, the pre- and post-tessellation
shaders are present in both libraries, but are named differently. Clipping and blending feature
in both libraries, but in Direct3D they are incorporated into adjacent steps.

Figure 1.3 OpenGL ES 2.0 graphics pipeline (Cozzi & Christophe, 2012)
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Alternatively, if we examine a pipeline designed for a different architecture, we observe some
departures from the norm. Figure 1.3 is a high-level overview of the OpenGL ES 2.0 graphics
pipeline, designed for use on embedded devices.
In embedded OpenGL, there are separate steps for fragment processing and pixel processing,
but no geometry shading or tessellation steps. These changes can be attributed to hardware
constraints. My implementation will be designed for mobile devices (this decision will be
explained in Chapter 3), so this layout will be followed closely.
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2 Project Requirements
The target audience of this project are individuals who will benefit from knowledge of the
graphics pipeline, including students studying towards a computer science or related degree,
and professionals writing applications which use a modern graphics API. Outlined below are the
three most important qualities a successful application should possess. Throughout the report,
I will refer back to these objectives and comment on how I have endeavoured to achieve them.

2.1 Accessibility
An implementation suitable for students studying computer graphics must be produced for this
project to be successful. Educational aids should be available in the classroom or lecture theatre,
and should seamlessly replace or accompany existing materials. A good choice of platform is
essential, and the control system and user interface should be designed appropriately.

2.2 Flexibility
The individual situations in which the project may be used are impossible to anticipate. Each
teacher may teach differently, and each lecturer may use different textbooks with different
examples. An implementation suitable for all situations must be versatile enough to handle all
these contexts.
To achieve the desired flexibility, the simulator must be able to display appropriate
visualisations for all relevant 2D and 3D environments. The user should be able to customise
the scene and its parameters so it resembles the environment they wish to visualise.

2.3 Educational Value
An issue with existing teaching materials, highlighted in Section 1.1, is that it is often difficult to
visualise concepts such as perspective projection from diagrams. Furthermore, students find it
hard to gain an intuition for the pipeline as a whole if they do not have a complete
understanding of the individual steps.
To be as effective as possible, the implementation should simulate as many steps as possible,
and use a visual representation that assists learning by displaying information in a superior
format than simple images. Animations and visual effects should be utilised to simulate step
transitions, facilitating a better intuition for the action performed by each step.
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3 Design Decisions
3.1 Implementation Platform
Initially, a desktop PC implementation was considered. For the purposes of portability, Java and
the OpenGL graphics library could be used to create a platform-independent desktop program,
reaching as wide an audience as possible. However, an app for mobile devices would be
accessible to students in classrooms and lecture theatres due to the small size of handsets, and
can accompany existing course materials. By targeting mobile devices, hardware with touch
controls can be utilised, reinforcing the project’s usability. For these reasons I chose to build a
mobile app.
In this section I will investigate the assets and limitations of each platform characteristic, and
verify that the individual requirements outlined in Chapter 2 have been addressed.

3.1.1 Control Interface
The foremost objective of the project is to give the user a clear understanding of what is
happening in the simulated scene. The control interface must be as intuitive as possible,
requiring minimal explanation, to maximise the value of the scene visualisation.
Touch controls, such as those provided by the capacitive screens on modern mobile devices, are
perfect for this purpose. They allow simple manipulation gestures, such as pinches and swipes
(for scene scaling and rotation), which mobile device users are already familiar with. Swiping
left and right is a convenient method for applying pipeline steps, and will give the user some
perception of the current simulation state. To some extent laptop touchpads could be used for
this purpose, but the majority of PC users only have access to keyboard and mouse controls.
The flexibility of the application to create and display arbitrary scenes is constrained by its
control mechanism. Here, the conventional PC has the upper hand, as touch controls severely
limit the amount of information the user can enter quickly. Nevertheless, I believe this handicap
can be overcome with a comprehensive scene creation interface, facilitating the construction of
composite 3D objects, and the application of arbitrary transformations.

3.1.2 Device Availability
Over the past few years, the popularity of mobile devices has grown enormously. Mobile phones
and tablet computers are now common possessions, and it is a reasonable assumption that all
students have access to one. This makes it an accessible platform for my target audience, and a
viable implementation platform.
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3.1.3 Operating System
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, there is no means of writing portable code targeting all
mobile operating systems. While iOS and Android share a common graphics library, OpenGL ES,
iOS requires apps written in C, C++, or Objective-C, whereas Android apps must be written in
Java1. Windows Phone uses a different graphics library, Direct3D.
Android currently commands 78.4% of the smartphone market (Revera & van der Meulen,
2014). I own such a device, an LGE Nexus 4, with which to build and test an implementation, so
I have chosen this to be my target operating system.

3.1.4 Performance
Under-performance of the app, such as an inability to maintain a high frame-rate or respond to
user input, is a concern on embedded devices. I will complete the project with performance in
mind, taking care to use few expensive render-time computations and take advantage of
hardware features to achieve the desired effects. A well-engineered simulator will have low
performance requirements, and will not require the discrete graphics cards afforded by the PC
platform. The performance of the implementation will be analysed in Section 6.4.

3.1.5 Platform Limitations
In Section 1.2, a selection of layouts for graphics pipelines were briefly investigated. It was found
that the pipeline for embedded OpenGL varies significantly from pipelines for libraries targeting
desktop hardware. In the interests of performance, I will use API features as much as possible,
and stick closely to the pipeline as specified by the library vendor. Unfortunately, this means
that geometry shaders and tessellation must be dispensed with. There is no simple way to
simulate either step without full hardware support, so it will be left as an extension, when a
future iteration of OpenGL ES introduces these features.
For this project, mobile devices provide a superior control mechanism and are more accessible
than desktop PCs. As such, a mobile application is more suitable than its equivalent desktop
realisation.

1

Android apps may be written in native C, C++ code by using the NDK, but I know Java and not C/C++. I

also want to make use of the Android APIs, and don’t want to increase the complexity of the app.
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3.2 Graphics API
The use of the Android operating system limits the choice of API somewhat, as only OpenGL ES
is supported. The formal specifications for each version of the library can be found on the
Khronos website (Khronos, 2014), and I will briefly describe the major differences below.


OpenGL ES 1.1
This specification includes features relative to the desktop OpenGL 1.5 library, providing an
API for fixed-function hardware, and emphasizing device hardware acceleration. Deviceprovided algorithms are used for rendering, and this fixed-function nature limits the
programmer’s flexibility. The ability to add programmable shaders is essential for
implementing animated transitions between steps in the pipeline, and allowing the user to
create a scene to suit their taste, so this would be an inappropriate choice of graphics API.

 OpenGL ES 2.0
Version 2.0 is similar in functionality to the desktop OpenGL 2.0 specification, with the crucial
introduction of a programmable pipeline. This allows for compile-time shader definition,
where all rendering features formerly specified by the fixed-function API, for instance
lighting models, are replaced by programmable shaders. This API provides the flexibility
needed to create appropriate visualisations for all necessary scene animations.


OpenGL ES 3.0
Version 3.0 adds features and incremental improvements in line with the development of
the desktop API OpenGL 4.0. These improvements build upon existing rendering methods,
and maintains backwards compatibility with version 2.0.

Versions 1.1 and below are unsuitable for a project of this nature, as their fixed-function nature
imposes too many constraints upon the graphics programmer. To achieve full customisability
and ease of use, a programmable pipeline is essential.
Furthermore, as of 04/02/2014, OpenGL ES 2.0 and above is supported by 99.9% of all Android
devices, and OpenGL ES 3.0 by only 7.6% (Google, 2014b). Therefore version 2.0 is the obvious
choice for developing such a project, as it will reach the largest possible target audience, while
maintaining accessibility and programmer flexibility.
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3.3 Target Implementation
3.3.1 User Interface Sketches
Before beginning the implementation, I drew diagrams to illustrate my target design. These
were never meant to be rigid structure guidelines, but in the end I stuck to this initial design
fairly closely. The drawings are presented in the following sections.

3.3.1.1 Setup Interface
The design of the setup interface is important. Inadequate or unintuitive navigation would hurt
the user’s ability to quickly create their target scene. I opted for a list of configuration options,
one for each pipeline step, which open dialogues or further menus when selected. This style
mimics the preferences menus used by the Android operating system, so it is a familiar
paradigm for Android users. Figure 3.1 shows one such preferences menu.

Figure 3.1 Example Android preferences menu
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Figure 3.2 Setup and Step Configuration screens

As drawn in the first sketch in Figure 3.2, I imagined a ‘Simulate’ button should be pressed to
display the scene. It would be preferable for the entry point of the application to be the
simulation itself, as it might be daunting for the user to be greeted with a settings menu.
However, it would be impossible to simulate anything before a scene has been created. A
tutorial system or user guide will be created to alleviate any confusion.
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3.3.1.2 Simulator Layout

Figure 3.3 Simulator with a horizontally sliding navigation menu

Figure 3.4 Simulator with a vertically sliding navigation menu
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show mock-ups of the simulator itself. Touch controls, which were
introduced in Section 3.1.1, can be used to recognise left- and right-swipes for the application
of the next and previous steps, respectively. As it is the main educational part of the app, it
should use most of the available screen space. However, to allow the user to observe which
pipeline steps have been completed at any point, a certain level of navigation should always be
present. Both of the presented designs show some form of navigation menu.
A popular Android UI component is the navigation drawer, a sidebar widget which extends from
the left side of the screen, and hides by sliding out to the left when dismissed. A similar concept
is shown in Figure 3.3, and a vertically-sliding alternative in Figure 3.4. The second of the two
designs is preferable, because a horizontally-sliding panel will cause confusion with left- and
right-swipes to change the pipeline state. I will endeavour to implement the second variant, but
time constraints may force me to utilise the more standardised variant.

3.3.2 Renderer Class Design
The GLSurfaceView class is used to create a custom OpenGL renderer on Android.
GLSurfaceView implements a View interface to the rest of the app, and provides features such
as the management of a dedicated render thread and OpenGL call traces. It accepts a renderer
which implements the following methods;
➔ onSurfaceCreated()
➔ onDrawFrame()
➔ onSurfaceChanged()

All scene elements are drawn in the onDrawFrame() method, called by the enclosing view
whenever the next frame must be drawn. However, managing all elements and their respective
buffers in the renderer class, along with the scene rendering parameters, would be
unsustainable and would result in a bloated ‘God object’. In my renderer implementation, this
is solved by factoring out the drawing code into a list of Element objects. In the rest of this
section I will include UML class diagrams to illustrate major class layout updates.
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Figure 3.5 Renderer elements

As shown in Figure 3.5, the Element class encapsulates the buffers required to draw individual
primitives: vertex attribute arrays of floating point numbers for the vertex locations, their
corresponding colours, and their normal directions. The face normal direction is uniform for
each element, because each element defines an OpenGL primitive (a one- or two-dimensional
shape). The normal direction is necessary for calculating non-uniform lighting at a later stage.
Additionally a draw list can be provided, but for simplicity I have ordered the vertices by their
draw order, allowing its omission.
A concern with this design is that elements are subject to change, and the instantiation of three
float buffer objects is computationally expensive. For this reason, a Drawable interface was
created for immutable objects, whose purpose is to construct and populate the aforementioned
buffers prior to drawing (see Figure 3.6). There is an implicit data-type invariant which enforces
a one-to-one correspondence between scene elements and drawables.

Figure 3.6 Element - Drawable separation

When a scene element is invalidated, through modification or otherwise, its existing drawable
is discarded. New drawables could be constructed on every call to getDrawable(), but this is
unsatisfactory behaviour and defeats the purpose of moving to a modular structure. A better
approach is to monitor the freshness of drawables in the renderer, which can also make
decisions related to changes in OpenGL context. To reflect the change in ownership of
drawables, Figure 3.7 shows a renderer which stores a map from scene elements to their cached
drawables, where elements know nothing of their counterpart drawables.
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Figure 3.7 Renderer ownership of drawables

The renderer design now includes a practical way to cache arbitrary, mutable elements and
draw them. The draw() method will look similar to the listing in Figure 3.8. However, this design
limits us to elements which can be expressed as an OpenGL primitive, as that information is
required in the call to glDrawArrays(). Supported primitive types are specified in Section 2.6.1
of the OpenGL ES 2.0 Specification (Khronos, 2010, pp. 17-19).
As specified in Section 2.2, all relevant 2D and 3D scenes must be achievable. To allow the
creation of 3D scenes with minimal effort, the framework needs to be altered to add support
for shapes composed of more than one primitive. An intuitive design is to set up a tree structure
of elements (and their drawables) in two separate part-whole hierarchies (Freeman et al., 2004,
pp. 356-358): see Figure 3.9. A composite element can include primitives, other composites, or
both. Whenever an element is changed, a new drawable is cached by traversing the tree
structure, leaving the unaffected parts of the tree intact.
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@Override
public void draw(GL_Primitive primitive, float[] mvMatrix, float[] mvpMatrix) {
// Add our shader program to the OpenGL ES environment
int glProgram = getGLProgram(primitive.mPrimitiveType);
GLES20.glUseProgram(glProgram);
// Set program handles for drawing
int mMVPMatrixHandle;
int mLightLevelHandle;
int mPositionHandle;
int mColourHandle;
// Get handle to vertex shader's position member
mPositionHandle = GLES20.glGetAttribLocation(glProgram, "a_Position");
mLightLevelHandle = GLES20.glGetUniformLocation(glProgram, "u_LightLevel");
// Enable a handle to the vertices
GLES20.glEnableVertexAttribArray(mPositionHandle);
// Prepare coordinate data
GLES20.glVertexAttribPointer(mPositionHandle,
PipelineRenderer.COORDS_PER_VERTEX, GLES20.GL_FLOAT, false,
primitive.mVertexStride, primitive.mVertexBuffer);
// Get handle to fragment shader's colour member
mColourHandle = GLES20.glGetUniformLocation(glProgram, "u_Color");
// Set colour for drawing the primitive
GLES20.glUniform4fv(mColourHandle, 1, primitive.mColour, 0);
// Get handle to shape's transformation matrix
mMVPMatrixHandle = GLES20.glGetUniformLocation(glProgram, "u_MVPMatrix");
// Apply the projection and view transformation
GLES20.glUniformMatrix4fv(mMVPMatrixHandle, 1, false, mvpMatrix, 0);
// Pass in the overall light level for transitions (fading in/out)
GLES20.glUniform1f(mLightLevelHandle, mLightLevel);
// Draw the primitive
GLES20.glDrawArrays(primitive.mPrimitiveType, 0, primitive.mVertexCount);
// Disable vertex array
GLES20.glDisableVertexAttribArray(mPositionHandle);
checkGlError();
}

Figure 3.8 Code listing of the draw method for uniform lighting
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Figure 3.9 Part-whole tree hierarchies of Element, Drawable

The final step is to add lighting models. OpenGL ES 2.0 has a programmable pipeline, so custom
vertex and fragment shaders must be designed to perform the necessary colour calculations.
Lighting models are defined separately from the renderer, allowing the application of more than
one model, and to decouple lighting calculations from the scene definition. This follows the
‘Separation of Concerns’ object-oriented design principle.
Lighting models change the code for drawing elements significantly. For example, the model
which implements Lambertian Reflectance requires two more vertex shader attributes than the
model for uniform lighting. As the drawing code is so tightly coupled with the lighting model,
this class is where the implementation of the draw() function should reside. The LightingModel
class follows the Visitor object-oriented design pattern (Ianculescu, 2006). Figure 3.10
demonstrates the desired class structure.
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Figure 3.10 LightingModel visitor class for drawables
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3.4 Transitions
The educational value of the simulation is supported by the pipeline step transitions. A simplistic
implementation would be to render the scene states after each step, and display them one after
another, similar to showing a set of slides. But for a user to recognise a tangible difference in
the scene, a suitable animation should be played whenever a pipeline step is applied or undone.
Of course, noticeable differences cannot be guaranteed in every circumstance: the flexibility of
the app prevents us from prescribing a scene to be animated in every step. The only possible
countermeasure is to provide sensible defaults for scene composition and parameter
configuration, to ensure there is something interesting to see at every step.
Figure 1.3 shows the five main steps in the OpenGL ES 2.0 graphics pipeline, but these can be
expanded, and their component processes simulated individually. As explained in Section 3.1.5,
geometry shading and tessellation transitions must be dispensed with due to the lack of API
support, so this limits the choice somewhat. The expanded pipeline is shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 Expanded map of the OpenGL ES 2.0 pipeline (Cozzi & Christophe, 2012)
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To give the user a full understanding of the graphics pipeline, as many steps as possible must
be included. On the other hand, including steps such as ‘Stencil Test’, which would be difficult
to animate, would only confuse the user and leave them bewildered by animations which have
no apparent effect. There is a trade-off here between a comprehensive education, and an
effective simulation.
The steps chosen for implementation are listed below;
1. Vertex assembly
2. Vertex shading
3. Viewport mapping and clipping
4. Multisampling
5. Face culling
6. Fragment shading
7. Depth buffer test
8. Blending
This list strikes a good balance. It is broad enough to cover all 5 sections of the pipeline, and I
am confident that each step transition can be demonstrated with a distinctive scene change. For
each step, a sufficient number of configurable parameters will be offered to ensure the overall
simulation is flexible.
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4 Implementation
4.1 Android Activities
Activities are the main building blocks of Android apps. They hold the user interface components
(widgets) and perform interactions with the user. The operating system manages running apps
in a process lifecycle by maintaining an Activity Stack. To ensure apps restore their state on relaunching, the methods onSaveInstanceState() and onRestoreInstanceState() must be
over-ridden within each activity. These methods won’t be mentioned again because their task is
relatively straightforward.
The Android developer guidelines (Google, 2014a) state that each activity is a ‘single, focused
thing that the user can do’. The pipeline simulator requires several such activities, which can be
broken down into the following task groups;
➔ Pipeline viewing (the simulation itself)
➔ Simulator configuration (setting camera parameters, etc.)
➔ Element generation (building the scene composition)
➔ Individual step setup (customising OpenGL parameters)
As an object-oriented programmer programming in Java, I naturally wanted to use the ModelView-Controller design pattern to ensure that the best software development principles were
followed. The layout seems simple enough; the simulator is the view, the scene configuration is
the model, and the remaining two activity groups are controllers.
Unfortunately, implementing MVC is impossible due to the way Android deals with inactive
activities. As soon as an activity leaves the foreground, it may be destroyed to free up memory
for others. Only serialisable data can be passed between activities, making it impossible to
register listeners for view and controller activities (references aren’t serialisable). For more
details on this process, see the activity reference pages (Google, 2014a). Despite this setback,
the MVC pattern can be used at a lower level, for individual UI elements. For example, each
configuration step in the setup activity is a controller (and in some cases a combined viewcontroller), as demonstrated in Figure 4.1.
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// Set controller listener
steps.stepMultisampling.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
// Instantiate a configuration dialogue
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new AlertDialog.Builder(SetupActivity.this);
builder.setTitle(R.string.dialogue_title_multisampling);
// Set the allowed options
builder.setItems(new CharSequence[] { "2", "3", "4" },
new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
@Override
public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int which) {
// Modify the configuration in the model
mMinSamples = which + 2;
updateViews();
}
});
// Display the dialogue to the user
AlertDialog dialogue = builder.create();
dialogue.show();
}
});

Figure 4.1 Code listing for multisampling setup step

The Android User Experience Team have released an article documenting recommended design
principles (Google, 2013a). Throughout the implementation of the project, I have endeavoured
to comply with their suggestions. For example, in all configuration activities, the onBack() callback method has been overridden to save any modified configuration, conforming to principle
10, ‘Never lose my stuff’.
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4.2 Setup Activity
As discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, the pipeline steps are presented to the user as a list of settings.
In accordance with the Android writing guidelines (Google, 2013b), summaries of the current
state of each step are provided under each title, as exhibited in Figure 4.2. Steps which are nonconfigurable, for instance viewport mapping, appear greyed out to warn the user. This is
explained in the user guide (see Section 4.11 and Chapter 5).

Figure 4.2 Step configuration summaries

Configurable scene parameters and pipeline steps each provide a modification screen, in the
form of either pop-up dialogues or new activities. A selection of steps are demonstrated in
Chapter 5.
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The scene composition editor is the most extensive menu, and incorporates a total of 5
activities. SetupSceneActivity displays a list of scene elements and allows deletion, grouping into
custom composites, and access to four element builders;
➔ BuildPrimitiveActivity
➔ BuildCameraActivity
➔ BuildCuboidActivity
➔ BuildCylinderActivity
One activity is required for each element type. The ElementType interface (see Figure 4.3)
includes a function signature getEditorActivity(), so the relevant activity for a given element
can be loaded by a call to getEditorActivity(), then startActivityForResult().

// Type interface to be implemented by each primitive and composite type
interface ElementType {
/**
* @return True if this type refers to an OpenGL primitive, false otherwise.
*/
public boolean isPrimitive();
/**
* @return A brief (couple of words max) description of this element type.
*/
public String getDescription();
/**
* Get a reference to the class used to add or edit this element type.
* Must accept an intent containing the boolean value 'edit_mode'.
* If 'edit_mode' == true, must also use the provided element 'element'
* as a basis.
*
* On finishing with result code RESULT_OK, activity must provide an
* intent containing new element 'element'.
*
* @return Activity class reference if this type can be edited, null otherwise.
*/
public Class<? extends Activity> getEditorActivity();
}

Figure 4.3 Code listing for the ElementType interface
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4.2.1 Android List Techniques
Primarily, it is always a good idea to implement a BaseAdapter for non-trivial lists, as explained
by Ricau (2012). The following sections explain two techniques used when implementing the
setup activities, related to the display of lists of elements (in SetupSceneActivity) and points (in
BuildPrimitiveActivity).

4.2.1.1 View Holders
View holders provide a performance gain when list items reappear. To conserve memory,
Android keeps references to views when they scroll off-screen, and gives the developer a chance
to recycle them when appropriate. A reference to a cached, unused view is passed to the list
adapter function getView(), if one is available. The view holder technique saves a reference to
each UI widget in the view’s ‘tag’ member, and recovers these when the view is updated, saving
expensive calls to findViewById(). One example usage is listed in Figure 4.4.
static class ElementViewHolder {
// References to all UI components for easy modification on view recovery
ImageView elemIcon;
TextView typeTextView;
ImageButton transformButton;
ImageButton editButton;
TextView summaryTextView;
CheckBox selectionCheckBox;
}
class ElementAdapter extends BaseAdapter {
final Context mContext;
final ArrayList<Element> mElems;
final LayoutInflater mInflater;
/*
* Adapter specifically designed for lists of elements
*
* @param context
Context in which the list is shown
* @param elements
List of elements to initially populate the list with
*/
public ElementAdapter(Context context, Collection<Element> elements) {
super();
mContext = context;
mInflater = mContext.getSystemService(Context.LAYOUT_INFLATER_SERVICE);
mElems = new ArrayList<Element>(elements);
}
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@Override
public View getView(final int position, View convertView, ViewGroup parent) {
ElementViewHolder viewHolder;
// Recycle view if possible
if (convertView == null) {
convertView = mInflater.inflate(R.layout.listitem_element, null);
// Implement the View Holder pattern:
// Construct an ElementViewHolder and populate it with references
// to the UI components which need to be updated for each element
viewHolder = new ElementViewHolder();
viewHolder.elemIcon = convertView.findViewById(R.id.elem_icon);
viewHolder.typeTextView = convertView.findViewById(R.id.elem_type);
viewHolder.transformButton =
convertView.findViewById(R.id.elem_transform);
viewHolder.editButton = convertView.findViewById(R.id.element_edit);
viewHolder.summaryTextView =
convertView.findViewById(R.id.elem_summary);
viewHolder.selectionCheckBox =
convertView.findViewById(R.id.elem_check);
convertView.setTag(viewHolder);
} else {
// Recover the previous view holder if there is one
viewHolder = (ElementViewHolder) convertView.getTag();
}
// Use the references in the view holder to update the UI
ImageView elemIcon = viewHolder.elemIcon;
TextView typeTextView = viewHolder.typeTextView;
ImageButton transformButton = viewHolder.transformButton;
ImageButton editButton = viewHolder.editButton;
TextView summaryTextView = viewHolder.summaryTextView;
CheckBox selectionCheckBox = viewHolder.selectionCheckBox;
Element elem = mElems.get(position);
elemIcon.setImageResource(elem.getIconRef());
typeTextView.setText(elem.getTitle());
summaryTextView.setText(elem.getSummary());
typeTextView.setClickable(false);
…
}
}

Figure 4.4 The ViewHolder technique as used in ElementAdapter
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4.2.1.2 Swipeable Lists
The action of swiping a list item horizontally to dismiss it is an increasingly prevalent UI feature,
and is used in major Google apps such as Gmail. There is currently no way to add this behaviour
to a list using the standard Android libraries, but plenty of open-source implementations exist.
To allow a user to delete both elements from the scene and points from a primitive element, I
use Roman Nurik’s SwipeToDismiss library (Nurik, 2014).

4.2.2 Shape Factory
A variant of the object-oriented ‘factory’ design pattern (Freeman et al., 2004, p. 117) is used to
build elements in editor activities when the save button is pressed. A UML class diagram for the
procedure is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 UML class diagram for ShapeFactory and related classes
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4.3 Class Immutability
Immutable classes have many compelling qualities, especially in a context where thread safety
is a concern. In this section their relative merits are discussed, as well as the reasons why I
ultimately chose to make my Float3, Element and Drawable classes immutable.
Theoretical guarantees can be made for immutable objects. They can be passed as function
parameters and returned without the need to be defensively cloned, as they cannot be
inappropriately modified out of scope. Generated members and dependencies will remain
intact for the lifetime of each object, such as an element’s corresponding drawable or normal
direction. Therefore class invariants can be imposed during initialisation, and never require revalidation. Thread safety is automatic as no synchronisation issues can arise from the
modification of member variables.
However, in the context of this project, the advantage of mutability is that batch edit operations
are fast. For example, no construction would occur when changing the colour of all elements in
a given scene, or translating a scene by a given vector. This means that fewer garbage collections
are required, improving the performance of the app when working with large numbers of
elements. The performance cost of class immutability will be a concern on embedded devices,
and I will perform stress tests in Section 6.4.3.
The practicalities of this decision are occasionally difficult to overcome, but not impossible
without careful programming. Three instances where a natural implementation involves
mutable elements are demonstrated in the following sections, and an alternative solution has
been sought.

4.3.1 List Items
The typical method of modifying list elements in a list adapter is to fetch a reference to the
object using getItem(), make the necessary changes, then call notifyDataSetChanged() to
update the relevant view. This circumstance occurs in BuildPrimitiveActivity, where a list of
immutable Float3 objects are displayed, and the user is invited to tap them and tweak their
coordinate values. A simple workaround is to store the position of the tapped object, remove
the original and add a new Float3 in its place, before calling notifyDataSetChanged().
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4.3.2 Element Transformations
@Override
public Composite translate(float x, float y, float z) {
LinkedList<Element> components = new LinkedList<Element>();
// As elements are immutable, construct a new transformed one
for (Element e : mComponents)
components.add(e.translate(x, y, z));
return new Composite(getType(), components);
}
@Override
public Primitive translate(float x, float y, float z) {
ArrayList<Float3> vertices = new ArrayList<Float3>();
// As elements are immutable, construct a new transformed one
for (Float3 v : mVertices)
vertices.add(v.translate(x, y, z));
return new Primitive(getType(), vertices, getColour());
}
public Float3 translate(float x, float y, float z) {
// As Float3s are immutable, construct a new transformed one
return new Float3(getX() + x, getY() + y, getZ() + z);
}

Figure 4.6 Translations applied to Composite, Primitive and Float3 immutable classes

Figure 4.6 shows the translation function in the immutable classes Composite, Primitive and
Float3. The more straightforward, mutable variant involves looping over the existing members
and modifying them as necessary, without needing any construction.

4.3.3 Camera
The camera class is an oddity. To a certain extent it is immutable, as the view and projection
parameters are never changed after initialisation. However, it must be possible to apply a
general transformation to it, or update the scale factor or rotation parameters. These operations
cause a change in the generated view and projection matrices, but crucially, the camera can
always be reverted to its original state at construction by removing the current transformation,
and re-setting the scale factor and rotation parameters.
This behaviour is necessary to allow touch-based manipulation of the simulated scene, and
facilitate the viewport mapping transition (introduced in Section 4.6.2). It would be unwise to
create a purely immutable class which needs to be re-constructed every time the user performs
a swipe; on the other hand, once the simulation has started, the view and projection parameters
are never going to change, so they can be declared constants.
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4.4 Simulator Activity
The responsibility of the activity in which the simulation is drawn is twofold; it encapsulates two
separate OpenGL surfaces (a requirement which is explained in Section 4.7) and manages their
individual renderers, and it must also detect and process all screen gestures performed by the
user. There are multiple gestures which must be detected, which are described below.


Double-taps toggle between the standard simulation mode and a scene manipulation
mode, where further swipes and pinches apply scene rotations and scaling.





In simulation mode:


Horizontal swipes apply the next pipeline transition, or undo the previous.



Vertical swipes open or close the pipeline navigator, introduced in Section 4.10.

In scene manipulation mode:


All events update the scene rotation and scaling.

Unfortunately, a bug in Android’s ScaleGestureDetector prevents the successive chaining of
gesture detectors, which I spent a couple of hours debugging, and created a workaround for. I
ensured that a bug report has been filed in the Android issue tracker2. The combined listener
for each GLSurfaceView is shown in Figure 4.7.

// Combine double-tap, scale and swipe listeners
final OnTouchListener touchListener = new OnTouchListener() {
@Override
public boolean onTouch(View v, MotionEvent event) {
// Listen for scroll finish events
if (mIsScrolling && event.getAction() == MotionEvent.ACTION_UP) {
mIsScrolling = false;
// Scrolled left event
if (mScrollOriginX - event.getX() >= surfaceWidth / 5) {
nextStep();
if (currentState == PipelineRenderer.STEP_MULTISAMPLING)
new Thread(crossFader).start();
updatePipelineNavigator(true);

2

See issue 42591: https://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?id=42591
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// Scrolled right event
} else if (event.getX() - mScrollOriginX >= surfaceWidth / 5) {
if (currentState == PipelineRenderer.STEP_MULTISAMPLING)
new Thread(crossFader).start();
prevStep();
updatePipelineNavigator(false);
// Scrolled up event
} else if (mScrollOriginY - event.getY() >= surfaceHeight / 5) {
if (!mPipelineNavigator.isOpened())
mPipelineNavigator.openLayer(true);
// Scrolled down event
} else if (event.getY() - mScrollOriginY >= surfaceHeight / 5) {
if (mPipelineNavigator.isOpened())
mPipelineNavigator.closeLayer(true);
}
// Reset the indicator text after the transition animation completes
new Thread(new Runnable() {
@Override
public void run() {
threadSleep(mAnimationDuration);
if (!mPipelineNavigator.isOpened())
updatePipelineIndicator("Swipe up to show navigator");
}
}).start();
}
// Consume all double-tap and swipe events as second highest priority
if (!gestureDetector.onTouchEvent(event) && isEditMode) {
// There is a bug in ScaleGestureDetector where it always returns true
// See https://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?id=42591
scaleDetector.onTouchEvent(event);
onSceneMove(event);
}
return true;
}
};

Figure 4.7 Combined touch gesture listener for OpenGL surfaces
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4.5 Generic Transformation Framework
As with all renderers which perform transitions, it is necessary to decouple the animation speed
from the frame rate, so a correct animation is shown regardless of performance on lowerspecification devices. This is implemented by storing an initial time and duration in milliseconds
for each transformation. Whenever a frame is drawn, the state of each transformation is
interpolated using the stored values and the current time.
Timed transformations are common enough to warrant an abstract class which encapsulates
this timing logic. This is achieved using Java generic types, allowing transformations of arbitrary
objects, such as elements, primitives or cameras. The generic transformation class signature is
shown in Figure 4.8, and the implementation can be viewed online (see Appendix 8.7).
abstract class Transformation<E> {
// Subclass computes the state of the underlying object.
// Progress is a float between 0 and 1.
protected abstract E getTransformationState(float progress);
// Convert the given time (or current time) into a progress indicator
// between 0 and 1, and get the corresponding transformation state.
public E getTransformation(long time);
public E getTransformation();
// Return true if the transformation is complete, so it can be discarded.
public boolean isComplete(long time);
public boolean isComplete();
}

Figure 4.8 Signature for abstract Transformation class
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4.6 Camera
Android provides a Camera class in the package ‘android.graphics’, which encapsulates location
and transformation information. However, in this project, more functionality is required.
Camera objects are used to apply scene scaling, generate view and projection matrices, and
initiate viewport mapping transitions using the Transformation interface.
In this discussion, two cameras will be referred to:


The virtual camera whose viewing frustum appears in the simulation before viewport
mapping takes place, also known as the scene camera.



The world camera which is initially the basis for the view through which the user
observes the world, and is modified by user manipulation (swipe gestures).

Additionally, the actual camera is mentioned, which is the camera currently in use by the
renderer to draw the scene. This is initially a reference to the world camera, and it transforms
to the virtual camera configuration during the viewport mapping step.

4.6.1 Scene Scaling
To achieve a camera zoom effect in response to pinch gestures, a scale factor multiplier is
updated in the camera class. The multiplier affects the distance to all clip plane edges, while
keeping the near and far projection distances constant, as demonstrated in the
setProjectionMatrix() function in Figure 4.10. This is a standard method of scene scaling,

described in question 8.040 of the OpenGL Technical FAQ (OpenGL, 2001).

4.6.2 Viewport Mapping
The viewport mapping step animates a transition between the world and virtual cameras. As the
camera class is immutable (with the exception of scene transformations), an object of type
Transformation<Camera> is constructed and attached to the actual camera. This is interpolated
when generating view and projection matrices, giving the effect of smoothly moving to a new
configuration over time. Figure 4.9 shows the Camera transformTo() function.
/**
* Transform this camera to another location over a certain period of time.
* Interpolates all camera parameters for the duration of the transformation.
* @param destination The camera to transform to.
* @param duration
The transformation time, in milliseconds.
*/
public void transformTo(Camera destination, int duration) {
mTransformation = new CameraTransformation(this, destination, duration);
}

Figure 4.9 Function to transform a camera to another position and configuration
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4.6.3 Projection Parameters
The camera class encapsulates projection information by storing the locations of the left, right,
bottom, top, near and far clip planes. The setProjectionMatrix() method in Figure 4.10 uses
these members to generate a projection matrix with the frustumM() function from the Matrix
library (Google, 2014c). Ideally, orthographic projections should be catered for here with the
orthoM() function, but they are omitted to simplify the code. Orthographic projections are the

easiest type for students to understand, and as they are a special case of perspective
projections, it is not too serious an omission.
public void setProjectionMatrix(float[] matrix, int offset, int width, int height) {
// Fetch current transformation state using the system uptime
if (mTransformation != null) {
long time = SystemClock.uptimeMillis();
Camera newCamera = mTransformation.getTransformation(time);
mScaleFactor = newCamera.mScaleFactor;
}
// Display a unit square with correct aspect ratio,
// regardless of screen orientation
if (width >= height) {
// Landscape screen orientation
float ratio = (float) width / height;
Matrix.frustumM(matrix, offset,
-ratio * mScaleFactor, ratio * mScaleFactor,
mFrustumBottom * mScaleFactor, mFrustumTop * mScaleFactor,
mFrustumNear, mFrustumFar);
} else {
// Portrait screen orientation
float ratio = (float) height / width;
Matrix.frustumM(projectionMatrix, offset,
mFrustumLeft * mScaleFactor, mFrustumRight * mScaleFactor,
-ratio * mScaleFactor, ratio * mScaleFactor,
mFrustumNear, mFrustumFar);
}
}

Figure 4.10 Projection matrix generation function in Camera class
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4.6.4 Camera Position in World Coordinates
Each camera position is defined by one vector and two points in world coordinates, namely the
eye point, focus point (also known as gaze point), and view-up vector. In some literature, an
alternative definition is given by a view-up vector, view-reference point, and view-plane normal;
these terms are defined in the glossary (Appendix 8.4). Both are sufficient systems for the
construction of a camera view matrix, and the process of converting between the two
representations is shown in Angel & Shreiner (2012, pp. 212-214). A worthwhile extension would
be to allow either representation and convert between them automatically (see Section 7.5).
Please note the equivalence of the two processes;
(1) Transform an object in the world (global) coordinate frame to its position in the virtual
camera’s coordinate frame (scene coordinate frame).
(2) Transform the virtual camera from its position in the scene coordinate frame to the origin
in the world coordinate frame in a canonical orientation.
Process 1 is the calculation of the virtual camera position in world coordinates, and it is
equivalent to the transformation of any object between its respective locations in the two
coordinate systems. Process 2 is the transformation performed by the camera view matrix. The
view matrix has the effect of transforming objects in the scene coordinate frame into a system
in which the camera is at the origin in a canonical orientation (the world coordinate frame).
Often the first transformation is known as ‘TC’ (camera transformation) and the second ‘TC-1’.
Figure 4.11 is a diagram of the effect of these transformations in a 2D scenario, showing the
virtual coordinate frame in green and the world coordinate frame in blue. The above
descriptions, together with Figure 4.11, should make it clear that the two processes are inverses.
Given an eye point, focus point and up vector, the function setLookAtM() from the Matrix class
(Google, 2014c) will generate a camera view matrix, representing the transformation TC-1. To
draw the position of the virtual camera in world coordinates, the view matrix is inverted to
obtain TC, and used as a model matrix. The resulting code is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11 Diagram depicting the action of camera transformations

// Get the current camera view matrices
mCameraActual.setViewMatrix(mViewMatrix, 0);
if (mCameraActual.isTransforming())
mCameraActual.setProjectionMatrix(mProjectionMatrix, 0,
mSurfaceWidth, mSurfaceHeight);
mCameraVirtual.setViewMatrix(mCameraViewMatrix, 0);
// The camera model matrix transforms the camera to its correct position and
orientation in world space
Matrix.invertM(mCameraModelMatrix, 0, mCameraViewMatrix, 0);

Figure 4.12 Calculation of the camera model and view matrices
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4.7 Transition Animations
The pipeline animations could take place at four different levels of the app; the parent activity,
simulator activity, pipeline view or renderer. The advantages and disadvantages of each are
briefly described below.
Level 0: Parent Activity
The simplest implementation would create a new activity for each pipeline step, and switch to
the next or previous activity when a swipe occurs.
➔ Simple to implement, parent activity controls state
➔ Activity, view and renderer instantiated for each step (very wasteful)
➔ Cannot animate between steps
Level 1: Simulator Activity
Each step of the pipeline can be displayed in its own view, providing an independent renderer
for each stage. This gives slightly more freedom to animate transitions.
➔ Standard animations provided by Android libraries
➔ SimulatorActivity encapsulates both state and corresponding views (low cohesion)
➔ New renderer and render thread instantiated for each step
➔ Limited set of animations with no flexibility, e.g. crossfades, card flips
Level 2: Pipeline View
Unfortunately, the GLSurfaceView class is limited to one renderer for its lifetime.
Level 3: Pipeline Renderer
Only one renderer is used, which controls all transition animations.
➔ Full range of custom animations are possible
➔ No requirement for multiple activity / view construction, only one OpenGL context
➔ Multisampling parameters cannot be changed after construction
A combination of the second and fourth options is used. Two views are constructed, each with
their own renderer. This allows the multisampling transition to switch between a renderer both
with and without multisampling enabled. All transition animations except this are implemented
by the individual renderers. Figure 4.13 shows the relationship between the classes involved.
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Figure 4.13 The relationship between the activity, view and renderer classes

4.7.1 Transition Animator
An inner class of Renderer, ‘TransitionAnimator’, encapsulates each transition implementation.
Blocking the render thread for the duration of the animations would be unacceptable, so each
instance of TransitionAnimator spawns a new thread in which the transition is run. A skeleton
of the class is shown in Figure 4.14.
Each animation lasts for a specific length of time, set by the user in the setup activity. This allows
users to slow down the pipeline if they are ever confused as to the effect of any steps. Similar
to the generic transformation framework from Section 4.5, the animation threads are decoupled
from the frame rate so they take the right amount of time to complete, regardless of rendering
performance.
// This is modified by animation threads so needs to be volatile to
// enforce a global access ordering.
private volatile boolean mAnimationLock = false;
class TransitionAnimator extends Thread {
private int mStep;
private boolean mForward;
/**
* Animator class which encapsulates transition implementations for each
* pipeline step. A new thread is spawned for the duration of each
* transition animation.
*
* @param step
The current pipeline stage (most recently completed step)
* @param forward Applies the next transition if true, previous if false
*/
public TransitionAnimator(int step, boolean forward) {
mStep = (forward) ? step + 1 : step;
mForward = forward;
}
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@Override
public void run() {
mAnimationLock = true;
switch (mStep) {
case STEP_VERTEX_ASSEMBLY:
animateVertexAssembly(mForward);
break;
…
}
mAnimationLock = false;
}
private void iterate() throws InterruptedException;
/**
* Animates the vertex assembly pipeline transition over mAnimationDuration ms
*/
private void animateVertexAssembly(boolean forward) {
int interval = (int) ((double) mAnimationDuration / mElements.size());
Iterable<Element> elements = (forward) ? mElements : mSceneElements.keySet();
for (Element e : elements) {
if (forward)
mSceneElements.put(e, e.getDrawable());
else
mSceneElements.remove(e);
Thread.sleep(interval);
}
}
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

void
void
void
void
void
void
void

animateVertexShading(boolean forward);
animateClipping(boolean forward);
animateMultisampling(boolean forward);
animateFaceCulling(boolean forward);
animateFragmentShading(boolean forward);
animateDepthBuffer(boolean forward);
animateBlending(boolean forward);

}

Figure 4.14 Skeleton of the TransitionAnimator class
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4.7.2 Animation Types
Three types of animation are used for pipeline transitions; transformations, element-wise
iterative applications, and fades. Transformations are only used for changes to the camera
configuration in the viewport mapping step, and make use of the Camera.transformTo()
function, mentioned in Section 4.6.2.
Iterative applications are used when an OpenGL parameter is triggered by setting a flag. For
example, to enable blending for the whole scene, it is easier to notice the change if blending is
applied to each element in turn, gradually building up the complete, blended scene. This
behaviour is implemented by the iterate() function of TransitionAnimator, reproduced in
Figure 4.15. The mIteratedElements variable is used by setGLParameters(), called once per
frame drawn.
/**
* Increments mIteratedElements from 0 to the total number of elements
* over the course of mAnimationDuration milliseconds
*/
private void iterate() throws InterruptedException {
int interval = (int) ((double) mAnimationDuration / mElements.size());
while (mIteratedElements < mElements.size()) {
mIteratedElements++;
Thread.sleep(interval);
}
mIteratedElements = 0;
}
/**
* Animates the blending pipeline transition over mAnimationDuration ms
*/
private void animateBlending(boolean forward) throws InterruptedException {
mIteratingBlending = true;
mIteratingForward = forward;
iterate();
mIteratingBlending = false;
mGLBlendEnabled = forward;
mDrawCamera = !forward;
mDrawFrustum = !forward;
}

Figure 4.15 An example use of the iterate animation by the blending transition
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The final animation type is a fade through black, used whenever the previous techniques cannot
be applied. The disadvantage of this animation is that the user must see a blank screen before
the next step appears, during which time they can lose focus. The situations in which this is
necessary are the application of a lighting model; and the multisampling transition, where the
view and renderer must be replaced.

4.8 Multi-Threading
Care must be taken to ensure user interface operations and OpenGL function calls are run on
the UI thread and the appropriate render thread, respectively. This can be the cause of problems
when a user interaction triggers a response in the displayed scene; for example, when the user
performs a rotation or scaling, or swipes to advance to the next step.
A couple of solutions are available to the developer in these scenarios. The first is to create a
Runnable object which encapsulates the code to be run on the desired thread. For renderer
functions, these can be passed using the GLSurfaceView function queueEvent(Runnable), and
for UI operations, the equivalent operation is post(Runnable). Both have the effect of adding
the runnable to the target object’s message queue. Figure 4.16 shows an example of this in
PipelineActivity, where simulator views are updated from an animation thread.
// Ensure source view is positioned above the destination in the z-order
viewSrc.post(() -> { viewSrc.bringToFront() });
// Calculate the number of steps from (duration = #steps * interval)
// Interval is a fixed length (10ms), and there are two animation phases
int steps = mAnimationDuration / 20;
for (int step = 0; step <= steps; step++) {
viewSrc.setAlpha(1.0f - ((float) step / steps));
viewSrc.postInvalidate();
threadSleep(10);
}
// Swap the visibility of the source & destination views
viewDst.post(() -> { viewDst.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE) };
viewSrc.post(() -> { viewSrc.setVisibility(View.GONE) };
// Fade in the destination view
for (int step = 0; step <= steps; step++) {
viewDst.setAlpha((float) step / steps);
threadSleep(10);
}

Figure 4.16 Example of code running on the UI thread from an instance of TransitionAnimator
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The second solution used to facilitate cross-thread operations is the use of synchronised data
structures. During a course in concurrent programming, I learned about monitors and
semaphores, and how synchronised blocks can avoid race condition bugs. Fortunately, Java has
adequate support for synchronised members without the need for explicit monitors or
semaphores. Figure 4.17 presents one use of the volatile modifier to ensure atomic reads and
writes for a primitive member of the Camera class, and one use of a synchronised data structure
from the Java Collections Framework3.
// For touch events. Needs to be volatile to ensure a global access ordering.
private volatile float mRotation = 0f;
/**
* Set the scene rotation in degrees, about the y-axis.
* Thread safe operation, can be called by the UI thread.
*
* @param rotation The rotation in degrees.
*/
public void setRotation(float rotation) {
mRotation = rotation % 360;
}
// This map is modified from animation threads, needs concurrent modification
// support. Retrieval operations are non-blocking; iterators never throw
// ConcurrentModificationExceptions.
final Map<Element, Drawable> mSceneElems
= new ConcurrentHashMap<Element, Drawable>();

Figure 4.17 Example uses of the volatile primitive modifier and a synchronised data structure

It is possible to imagine a change in renderer state requiring a corresponding change in the UI.
However, the PipelineActivity and GLSurfaceView classes have been constructed in a Model-View
relationship, where the former class also acts as a controller. The flow of information is almost
always from the activity to the view, and the view has no knowledge of its parent. Consequently,
the situation in which the renderer needs to act on the UI thread never occurs.
In an early design of the simulator, preceding a significant restructuring, the renderer contained
functions to modify the scene composition after construction. The obvious implementation of
this behaviour led to race condition bugs. Most notably, a GL error ‘1281’ was thrown frequently
because elements compiled their own GL program in the UI thread, resulting in an invalid

3

For more information about the volatile modifier and concurrent Java data structures used in the project,

see Oracle (2011).
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program value when drawn from the render thread. Despite retiring this design for a different
reason (it was inconsistent behaviour for the scene to change once it had started along the
pipeline), I gained the experience of dealing with race conditions. During this time I designed a
pattern of execution which can be used in any multi-threaded environment:
Update → Notify → Process
The ‘update’ procedure runs on the caller’s thread, i.e. element creation from the UI thread; and
the ‘process’ procedure runs on the target thread, i.e. drawable creation and drawing from the
render thread. This should illustrate the inspiration for the map of elements and drawables in
the renderer in Figure 3.7. After being notified that a change had been made by the setting of a
synchronised flag, the renderer could compile the drawables and cache them in its draw list.
In the final version of the renderer, elements are immutable objects, so the drawable separation
is unnecessary. However, it is useful to keep this structure as future extensions may reintroduce
scene updates during simulation. An extension in Section 7.2 is one such example.

4.9 Renderer
One of the three specific requirements from Chapter 2 is that the project is flexible, and the
user must be able to create and display any scene they wish. To achieve this goal, a generic
scene renderer is required, allowing the display of any user-defined collection of elements. The
design for the element and lighting model structures have already been discussed at length in
Section 3.3.2, so all that remains is to implement the classes.
The render process implemented in the onDrawFrame() call-back method is the following.
1. Clear the frame background colour and depth buffer
2. Generate view and projection matrices for the world and virtual cameras
3. Set up model matrices for the world and camera coordinate systems
4. Calculate model-view-projection matrices for both coordinate systems
5. Reset OpenGL parameters before drawing scene accessories, e.g. virtual camera model
6. Draw the light point, generating drawable if necessary
7. Draw the scene accessories, generating drawables if necessary
8. For each scene element:
a. Update the OpenGL parameters if necessary
b. Draw the element drawable using the current lighting model
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Figure 4.18 shows the outline for the abstract LightingModel class. Subclasses are required to
override draw(), getVertexAttributes(), getVertexShader() and getFragmentShader()
functions, so they have the freedom to use any appropriate technique to draw primitives. Good
object-oriented design principles advocate extensibility; using this interface, new features such
as texturing can be added simply by creating a new lighting model class. The implementations
of each concrete lighting model can be viewed online (see Appendix 8.7).

abstract class LightingModel implements Serializable {
/**
* Enumeration of all types of lighting model
* This exists so that we can have two different LightingModel objects
* (typically for distinct render contexts) for the same model type
*/
public static enum Model {
UNIFORM, LAMBERTIAN, PHONG, POINT_SOURCE;
private static final Map<Model, String> mTitleMap;
static {
Map<Model, String> titleMap = new HashMap<Model, String>();
titleMap.put(Model.UNIFORM, "Uniform lighting");
titleMap.put(Model.LAMBERTIAN, "Lambertian reflectance");
titleMap.put(Model.PHONG, "Phong shading");
titleMap.put(Model.POINT_SOURCE, "Point light source");
mTitleMap = Collections.unmodifiableMap(titleMap);
}
public String getTitle() { return mTitleMap.get(this); }
}
protected final Model mModel;
protected int mProgram = 0;
/**
* Constructs a LightingModel used for drawing elements
* @param model The model which defines how each primitive is drawn
*/
protected LightingModel(Model m) { mModel = m; }
/** @return Lighting model type */
public Model getModel() { return mModel; }
/**
* Factory method which returns a suitable LightingModel object from a
* given model type
*/
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public static LightingModel getLightingModel(Model model) {
switch (model) {
case UNIFORM:
return new Uniform();
case LAMBERTIAN:
return new Lambertian();
case PHONG:
return new Phong();
case POINT_SOURCE:
return new PointSource();
default:
return null;
}
}
/**
* Draw the given primitive in the current OpenGL context,
* using the provided scene definition matrices
*
* @param primitive Primitive to be drawn
* @param mvMatrix Model-view matrix defining the position of the
*
primitive in world coords
* @param mvpMatrix Model-view-projection matrix defining the position
*
of the primitive in projected screen coords
*/
public abstract void draw(primitive, mvMatrix, mvpMatrix);
/** Clears the GL program for use in a new render thread */
public void reset() { mProgram = 0; }
/**
* Compiles shaders, creates and links an OpenGL program.
* Re-uses previous program whenever possible
*
* @param primitiveType The type of primitive to be drawn.
*
Some lighting models will return different programs
*
for different primitive types, e.g. 1D/2D primitives
* @return An OpenGL with which new primitives should be drawn
*/
public int getGLProgram(int primitiveType) { … }
/** @return Vertex shader for given primitive type */
public abstract String getVertexShader(int primitiveType);
/** @return Fragment shader for given primitive type */
public abstract String getFragmentShader(int primitiveType);
/** @return Attribute names passed to the vertex shader */
abstract String[] getVertexShaderAttributes();
…
}

Figure 4.18 Outline of the abstract LightingModel class
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The LightingModel class acts as a factory. Each concrete implementation need only have
package visibility as the static getLightingModel() method performs the instantiation of each
subclass when required, given a lighting type. A singleton object was initially stored for each
concrete lighting model, to be used and reused whenever it is required. This worked well in
principle, but the performance improvements were only marginal, and unusual circumstances
occurred when the render context changed, and a singleton failed to refresh its compiled
OpenGL program. Consequently the above compromise was adopted, with a factory method.

4.10 Navigator
The sketches in Section 3.3.1 presented a persistent navigation design, to allow the user to
observe which pipeline steps have been completed at any point. The required behaviour is
fortunately implemented by the Apache licensed SlidingLayer library (6Wunderkinder, 2013).
The creation of the blocks representing each pipeline step was a matter of populating a scrolling
view with a sequence of styled TextViews. It is not always obvious which scene parameters are
applied at each step, even with the textual annotations, so each block is colour-coded with the
pipeline steps in the setup menu. The final tweak was to scroll to the next step after each
transition, and shade all previous steps. This gives the user an awareness of which pipeline stage
the scene currently occupies.
Overall, as with many UI elements, the navigator took a lot of time to implement, once all the
additions and convenience tweaks were in place, but none of it was conceptually taxing. A video
demonstration is included in the project tour (Chapter 5).

4.11 Tutorials
The primary aim of the simulator is to teach the user about the graphics pipeline, and introduce
the effect of each step individually. The chosen format does not lend itself well to lengthy
explanations, as screen space on mobile devices is severely limited. However, the ShowcaseView
library (Curran, 2013) makes excellent use of the available space, and allowed me to create
concise, informative textual help screens.
Figure 4.19 exhibits two tutorial screens, guiding the user around the app itself, and Figure 4.20
shows two step information screens. There is a tutorial screen and an information screen for
each pipeline step, displayed by tapping the help icon or the associated block in the navigator,
respectively.
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Figure 4.19 Screenshots of the first run message and an example configuration tutorial

Figure 4.20 Screenshots of the information screens available after tapping navigator blocks
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While implementing the tutorials, a bug was found in the open source library, where the OK
button is misplaced. I consequently debugged the problem, fixed the bug and submitted a patch
to the ShowcaseView Github repository4. A video demonstration which displays the tutorial
screens in action is included in Chapter 5, and the educational value gained by presenting the
information in this fashion is evaluated in Chapter 6.

The pull request can be found at https://github.com/amlcurran/ShowcaseView/pull/167.
Please note this library is currently undergoing a significant rewrite by its main contributor (April 2014).
4
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5 Project Tour
Now that the implementation is complete, I will present a sample run of the app using
screenshots with descriptive captions (Figures 5.1 to 5.17). I have attempted to include most
features but some are omitted to keep the section a reasonable length.
For

an

alternative

presentation,

a

video

demonstration

is

available

online

at

www.vimeo.com/92321653. The Android screen recorder limits recordings to 3 minutes, so
some minor features and help screens are not displayed. I recommend pausing the video at
regular intervals to read tutorial screens.

5.1 The first thing the user sees is a
'First run' screen, telling them how
to access the tutorial screens

5.2 This tutorial screen explains how 5.3 The main configuration interface.
unmodifiable pipeline steps are
Each heading has an icon colour
presented as disabled options
coded with the navigator blocks
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5.4 Some configuration screens have 5.5 An example scene composition of 5.6 Tick-boxes are shown on the right
their own tutorials, such as this one, three composites and two primitives.
while assembling a custom
Note that each type can take
the scene editor
composite element
transformations (rotation icon)

5.7 The user interface for a new
cuboid with the default settings

5.8 Selecting a colour using the
5.9 Using the Float3 editor dialogue to
dialogue based on a ColorPickerView
change the centre point
(Nilsson, 2013)
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5.10 When a full tutorial screen is not 5.11 Vertex shader preview for the
5.12 Where appropriate, OpenGL
required, some configuration editors Lambertian Reflectance model. This implementation hints are shown, such
display a brief description
TextView is scrollable
as the blending function constants

5.13 The tutorial screen describing
how to use the scene viewer. The
navigator tutorial isn't shown here

5.14 The simulation of the scene
before vertex assembly

5.15 Screenshot taken at the end of
the vertex shading transition, with the
navigator showing
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5.16 The app is also fully functional in landscape orientation.
This screenshot shows the simulation in move mode (note the red border),
just after the scene has been rotated and scaled by touch gestures
5.17 The end of the pipeline, once all
steps have been applied
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6 Critical Analysis
In this chapter, I will scrutinise the objectives of the pipeline simulator, the suitability of the
design, and the quality of the implementation. It is only intended as a summary, in addition to
the consistent analysis of individual points presented throughout the report.
I have presented what I consider to be a very effective solution to the problem introduced in
Section 1.1. If I were to prepare a similar project in future I would only change my working
practices; I wasted a significant amount of time during the implementation by migrating from
the Eclipse IDE to the new AndroidStudio IDE.

6.1 Taught Courses
In the project brief (see Appendix 8.1), it was pointed out that in previous years, I studied
courses on object-oriented programming and computer graphics, and this knowledge would be
of significant use in the undertaking of the project. This observation proved to be accurate, as
in multiple places, the applicability of techniques from both courses of study has been
identified. For instance, the model-view-controller, visitor, factory and singleton object-oriented
design patterns have been adopted in various classes, and the God Object anti-pattern avoided.
Without having studied computer graphics, I would not have had the familiarity with the
graphics pipeline necessary to be able to implement the renderer in a meaningful way.
One discovery I made while implementing the simulator was the relevance of a concurrent
programming course I studied; I had to overcome the obstacles presented by writing code in a
multi-threaded environment. In fact, due to the design choices I made, there can be at least five
concurrent active threads during certain operations: one UI thread, two render threads, and
two animation threads. Particularly helpful was the knowledge of synchronised blocks,
linearisability of atomic accesses, and concurrent data structures with global access orderings.
I would recommend a concurrency course to anyone starting an OpenGL project.

6.2 Planning / Time Management
I organised my work into four stages, shown by the colour-coded timeline in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Timeline and breakdown of work
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Yellow: Preparation (July - September)
Over the long vacation I researched the available graphics libraries, familiarised myself with the
Android SDK, and refreshed my memory of the graphics pipeline.
Green: Design (October - November)
During Michaelmas term, I designed the interface and class structure of the project.
Red: Implementation (December - February)
Over the Christmas vacation, I began implementing the app itself.
Blue: Testing, Report writing (March - April)
Once the implementation was in a satisfactory state, I gave the app to a group of testers. During
this time I also collected the notes I had been making during the previous stages, and started
writing this report.
I stuck rigidly to my plan throughout the implementation period, and the app was completed
with plenty of time to spare. To keep the code base organised, I used the Git source code
management tool, paired with Github for project storage. The Github contributions graph
(Figure 6.2) shows that most of the implementation happened in the months of January and
February, as planned.

Figure 6.2 Github contributions graph (number of commits over time)
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6.3 Testing
6.3.1 Unit Testing
After writing each feature of the project, I created unit tests using the JUnit 3 framework if
suitable, to ensure the correctness of the implementation. An example test for the camera
class’s setViewMatrix() function is included in Figure 6.3.
/** Construct two sample cameras to be tested. Must be called first */
protected void setUp() throws Exception {
super.setUp();
testCamera = new Camera(
new Float3(1, 1, 1), new Float3(0, 0, 0), new Float3(0, 1, 0),
-1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 2
);
}
/** Test the setViewMatrix() function by validating the generated
* view matrix for the test camera */
public void testSetViewMatrix() throws Exception {
// Generate view matrix for the test camera
float[] view = new float[16];
testCamera.setViewMatrix(view, 0);
// Left vector = (1, 0 -1)
float[] leftExpected = new Float3(1, 0, -1).normalised().toArray();
float[] leftActual = new float[]{view[0], view[4], view[8]};
Common.assertEquals(leftExpected, leftActual);
// Up vector = (-1, 2, -1)
float[] upExpected = new Float3(-1, 2, -1).normalised().toArray();
float[] upActual = new float[]{view[1], view[5], view[9]};
Common.assertEquals(upExpected, upActual);
// Forward vector = (1, 1, 1)
float[] forwardExpected = new Float3(1, 1, 1).normalised().toArray();
float[] forwardActual = new float[]{view[2], view[6], view[10]};
Common.assertEquals(forwardExpected, forwardActual);
// Translation = (0, 0, sqrt(3))
float[] transExpected = new Float3(0, 0, -FloatMath.sqrt(3)).toArray();
float[] transActual = new float[]{view[12], view[13], view[14]};
Common.assertEquals(transExpected, transActual);
// Homogeneous coordinates = (0, 0, 0, 1)
float[] homogeneousExpected = new float[]{0, 0, 0, 1};
float[] homogeneousActual = new float[]{view[3], view[7], view[11], view[15]};
Common.assertEquals(homogeneousExpected, homogeneousActual);
}
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/**
* Custom assertion for float arrays
* @param expected Expected array
* @param actual
Actual array
* @param delta
Allowed margin of error for each float
*/
public static void assertEquals(float[] expected, float[] actual) {
assertEquals(expected, actual, 0.00001f);
}
/**
* Custom assertion for float arrays with a margin of error of 0.00001
* @param expected Expected array
* @param actual
Actual array
*/
public static void assertEquals(float[] expected, float[] actual, float delta) {
Assert.assertEquals(expected.length, actual.length);
for (int i = 0; i < expected.length; i++)
Assert.assertEquals(expected[i], actual[i], delta);
}

Figure 6.3 Unit test for the setViewMatrix() camera function

6.3.2 Black-Box Testing
For such a UI-driven app, unit tests are often not appropriate. For many features, I performed
black-box tests by observing their effects on a real device. A few debugging mechanisms were
created for this purpose, such as a colour class which is randomised on each access (Figure 6.4).
static class RandomColour extends Colour {
private static Random r = new Random();
/**
* A colour subclass which randomises its colour values on each access,
* used when testing colour rendering
*/
public RandomColour() {
super(r.nextInt(256), r.nextInt(256), r.nextInt(256));
}
@Override
public float[] toArray() {
randomise();
return super.toArray();
}
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@Override
public int toArgb() {
randomise();
return super.toArgb();
}
private void randomise() {
red = r.nextInt(256);
green = r.nextInt(256);
blue = r.nextInt(256);
}
}

Figure 6.4 Randomised colour class for the purposes of testing colour rendering

For each new feature, I adopted the following testing procedure;
1. Implement the feature with logical assertion statements
2. Compile and run a black-box integration test
3. If the implementation is incorrect or assertions fail, fix and return to 2
4. Remove assertions
If any assertions failed or runtime errors were thrown, Android’s LogCat output and debugging
tools allowed me to conduct a white-box test, examine the state of the application at each stage
of execution, and quickly diagnose the problem.

6.3.3 Beta Testing
One deficiency of the white/black-box method is that I was the only person testing the app, and
any issue which I didn’t immediately spot may have gone unnoticed. Additionally, I knew the
exact purpose of the app and how each function works, so I am an unsuitable usability tester.
When the majority of the implementation was complete, I exported the app as an APK package,
and distributed it to a selection of people.
The group I chose needed to consist of people I trust to give honest feedback, who own a
modern Android phone which meets the hardware requirements of the app. These conditions
brought the group size down to 5. Fortunately, this included a mix of both computer scientists
and non-computer scientists, long-time Android users and new Android users, providing a
reasonably representative sample.
Questionnaires are often used for evaluating the effectiveness of software projects, where users
answer a series of short, prescribed questions about certain aspects which need appraisal. As
this was the first feedback I would be receiving, I wanted to give the testers complete flexibility
to provide their thoughts and opinions, so I could gauge their unabridged impressions. I didn’t
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want to steer them towards any foregone conclusions with specific questions. As well as
feedback about the correctness of the app, I wanted to hear how suitable it is for educational
use, and whether or not it is fit for purpose. For these reasons I chose two simple, open-ended
questions in an informal style. The email I sent to the beta testers is included in Appendix 8.2.
On the other hand, the advantage to a survey approach is that responses are easily collated and
analysed in bulk. As I have only a small group of testers, this wouldn’t provide much benefit.

6.3.4 User Feedback
I only received three responses from the five requests I sent, but thankfully each of the three
provided a comprehensive response, and the emails are included verbatim in Appendix 8.3.
The feedback I received was overwhelmingly positive. None of the testers experienced any
crippling bugs and they were all happy with the presentation of the app. In particular, tester 1
comments that the app is ‘well tutorialised and the stock scene ensures the functionality of each
stage is clear’. From these comments I believe that I have met my project requirements and
achieved a high level of accessibility, flexibility and educational value.
With regard to some specific points made by the testers;


As pointed out by tester 2, the ‘Custom Shape’ option would be better named ‘Composite
Shape’. I agree with this sentiment and have made the minor tweak.



Tester 3 argues that the app is ‘packed with technical terminology that may be off putting
to anyone going through a learning process’. Here I disagree: the technical terminology,
accompanied by appropriate visualisations, should reinforce the student’s familiarity
with the subject. However they do make a valid suggestion that each pipeline step
description could reference detailed documentation of the relevant function. I’ve
pointed this out as a possible extension in Section 7.2.

The remainder of the comments are all UI tweaks which I will address in the near future, or are
extensions which I will discuss in the Chapter 7.
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6.4 Performance
High performance of the project is a necessity. Smooth animations and support for large
environments are required to ensure the app is easy to use and has the flexibility to visualise all
appropriate scenes. To test the suitability of my implementation I will profile the performance
of the scene renderer, and perform a stress test.

6.4.1 Profiling Frame Times
The main rendering method is split into three distinct sections; matrix operations, drawable
construction, and element drawing. I appended the following code in Figure 6.5 to the render
method to record the time taken for each redraw, as well as the time taken to perform each
individual action. I made sure to differentiate between results from both the non-multisampled
(‘NOAA’) renderer and the multisampled (‘MSAA’) renderer.
// Record this frame render time and store it in the circular frameTimes array
frameTimes[frameNumber] = timeEnd - time0;
frameNumber = (frameNumber + 1) % frameTimes.length;
// To minimise adverse performance effects, only print output every 25 frames
if (frameNumber % 25 == 0) {
// Calculate min/mean/max frame times over the contents of the frameTimes array
double mean = 0;
int min = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
int max = Integer.MIN_VALUE;
for (int i = 0; i < frameTimes.length; i++) {
int ft = (int) frameTimes[i];
min = Math.min(min, ft);
max = Math.max(max, ft);
mean += frameTimes[i];
}
mean /= frameTimes.length;
// Output appropriate message with frame times and average
if (mMultisample)
Log.i(TAG, "MSAA render time over last 25 frames (min,
(" + min + ", " + mean + ", " + max + ")ms
Math.round(1000.0 / mean) + " fps");
else
Log.i(TAG, "NOAA render time over last 25 frames (min,
(" + min + ", " + mean + ", " + max + ")ms
Math.round(1000.0 / mean) + " fps");

frames per second
mean, max):
= " +

mean, max):
= " +

// Convert to percentages to display a breakdown of render step durations
double percentMatrices = (100.0 * totalMatrices) / totalTime;
double percentConstruction = (100.0 * totalConstruction) / totalTime;
double percentDrawing = (100.0 * totalDrawing) / totalTime;
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Log.i(TAG, "Breakdown (matrix operations, construction, drawing):
Math.round(percentMatrices) + "%, " +
Math.round(percentConstruction) + "%, " +
Math.round(percentDrawing) + "%)");

(" +

}

Figure 6.5 Profiling code in the onDrawFrame() renderer method

Figure 6.6 Test scene setup for profiling

Figure 6.6 shows the scene created for the purposes of renderer profiling; it comprises 36
cuboids of varying colours, totalling 216 primitive elements with 864 vertices. I recorded the
profiler output of the first renderer soon after initialisation, and the second renderer once all
pipeline steps had been applied. The output is shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Profiler output from running a test simulation

My methodology records frame times (not frames per second), from which I calculate
corresponding frame rates. There are a few reasons why this is a superior metric, some of which
are discussed in (Menzel, 2013). The main reason for this test is because OpenGL calls the render
function onDrawFrame() at most every 16.6ms, effectively imposing a frame rate cap of 60
frames per second (fps). By recording frame time instead, I can measure the potential frame
rate achieved by the renderer.
From the test results in Figure 6.7, the breakdown of time spent on each activity is dominated
by the drawing code, taking 96-100% of the frame time in both renderers. I had predicted more
emphasis on matrix operations, but clearly the standard Android Matrix library is more efficient
than expected. I learned a valuable lesson here, to disregard my intuition for the performance
of the app, and trust empirical data. Drawable construction consistently contributes 0% of the
render time, because all drawables are cached, as explained in Section 3.3.2. During even the
most computationally intensive steps, the frame rate never noticeably dipped below 30fps,
which is smooth enough for animations on a mobile device.
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6.4.2 Android Debug Monitor
The Android developer tools provide a suite of functions to analyse the performance of apps. A
comprehensive investigation into the monitor output is outside the scope of this report, but I
will provide a brief outline of my findings in this section, from running the sample scene (see
Section 6.4.1). For brevity, screenshots have been provided in Appendix 8.6.


Figure 8.2: CPU load. The CPU load of the app stayed at an acceptable 50%.



Figure 8.3: OpenGL call trace of a single frame render, revealing 1267 OpenGL calls. This
can be reduced by combining primitives of the same type into one draw call, minimising
redundant operations. The measured 8.61ms thread time verifies the accuracy of the
measured frame time in Section 6.4.1.



Figure 8.4: A trace of calls to the onDrawFrame() render function and related procedures,
displayed alongside their enclosing thread. This is a fascinating visualisation but doesn’t
offer much insight into how performance can be improved.

6.4.3 Stress Tests
It is important to ensure the project can handle large environments. To test the capability of the
app, I prepared a scene containing 500 cuboids, totalling 3000 primitives of 12000 vertices. The
scene was successfully displayed (see Figure 6.8), albeit at a significantly reduced frame rate.

Figure 6.8 Screenshots of the stress test simulation
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7 Possible Extensions
Despite my determination to deliver a comprehensive solution to the problem stated in Chapter
1, I had time constraints to adhere to. Below is a list of features which I didn’t have time to
implement, or designed during the implementation of the app. They are all non-essential, but
would provide improvements in usability or educational value.

7.1 Scene Import/Export
In a classroom environment, it would be convenient for students to be able to export their own
scenes for use by others. This would require the design of a file format which can express
arbitrary scenes. Any common configuration format such as XML, JSON or YAML would be
appropriate. A natural extension to this concept would be to create an online repository for
exported scenes, with feedback and teacher supervision facilities.

7.2 Jump to Configuration
Currently, tapping a block in the pipeline navigator opens a tutorial screen, displaying a
summary of the step’s action. I considered adding a long-press detector to jump back to the
configuration screen for the corresponding step, allowing the modification of the scene without
resetting the simulation. Additionally, a beta tester made the suggestion of referencing detailed
documentation of each function from the tutorial screen; this would be another good iteration
on the tutorial design.
There are two possible methods of implementation for the jumping feature;
1. Destroy the renderer entirely, wait for the user to finish tweaking, rebuild the renderer
and fast-forward to the relevant step. This would require an implementation of a ‘fastforward’ renderer function, which currently doesn’t exist, as steps are applied iteratively.
2. Keep the renderer in memory, and return the modified parameters. This would appear
smoother to the user, but would introduce complications with multi-thread access to the
scene parameters, possibly making this approach infeasible.

7.3 Pipeline Selection
The app’s educational value could be vastly improved by allowing the user to pick which graphics
pipeline to simulate from a selection. This would only be possible on devices whose hardware
supports each step of the chosen pipeline. Alternatively each missing step could be artificially
simulated on the target platform, at a significant performance cost.
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7.4 Undo Function
An undo feature, implemented as a button for reversing the effect of compiling or expanding
composites, would improve the usability of the scene creator considerably, and save time when
mistakes are made.

7.5 Camera Representation
As explained in Section 4.6.4, camera locations are defined by an eye point, focus point and up
direction. Another common representation is a view-up vector, view-reference point, and viewplane normal. It is not a complex operation to convert between them - see Angel & Shreiner
(2012, pp. 212-214) for a description of the process - so it would make sense to allow the user
to define the camera in either representation, and automatically convert between the two.

7.6 Composite Types
Currently, only five types of composite elements can be created by the user, and an obvious
extension is to add more. This is a time-consuming extension: each new composite type requires
another editor activity to be created, as they are all initialised with different parameters.

7.7 Multisampling, Lighting Transitions
The fade-through-black transition is unsatisfactory, as the user loses sight of the scene
completely. However, there is no simple way to crossfade GLSurfaceViews, as they maintain a
solid background even once the colour buffer has been cleared and the alpha value decreased.
A more desirable transition is a crossfade where both source and destination scenes remain
visible.

7.8 Extended Lighting
Currently, only one point source of light is supported. Multiple sources could be allowed, with
the ambient and specular components split up to facilitate the creation of scenes with complex
lighting configurations. More models can also be added, introducing features such as texturing.

7.9 3D Scene Rotation
Screen rotation is only available about the y-axis, centred on the origin. To allow more flexibility,
the user could be allowed to rotate in any direction, about an arbitrary point. Care must be
taken to provide an intuitive control system.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Project Brief
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8.2 User Feedback Request
I've recently finished making an Android app for my third year project. As far as I know, you own
a modern Android handset (Android 4.0 ICS or newer). I need some support with testing the
app and evaluating its usefulness so I'd be extremely grateful if you took some time to have a
play around with it and give me some feedback. You don't have to spend long on it.
To install the app you need unknown sources enabled (Settings -> Security -> Unknown Sources).
Get the latest version (updated today) here: www.ryft.co.uk/pipeline.apk
Before asking questions or responding, please read the rest of this email and the in-app help
screens, wherever available.
A short introduction to the project: it's designed to be an interactive educational tool for
students studying computer graphics. The goal is to teach the fundamental steps in the graphics
pipeline, and give the user an intuition as to what effect each step has on an arbitrary scene.
The sort of things I'd like to hear from you are;
> Does it work?
Are there any crippling bugs which prevent the app from achieving its intended purpose? Does
it fail to work on your particular device? I'm mainly talking here about things which harm
usability. Sure, let me know if you encounter trivial UI problems, but they're not really a priority
at this point. Creating nonsensical scenes and expecting a sane response is also of little
importance.
> Is it fit for purpose?
Most of you have completed a computer graphics related course, so you're in a good position
to judge whether or not this would have helped you during the course. If so, how? If not, why
not, and how could it be improved? If you haven't studied such a course, do you think it would
be a helpful companion to a textbook? How could its educational value be improved?
Both are deliberately very open-ended questions. I didn't want to give out questionnaires
because I want to hear your first impressions and I don't want to steer you towards any foregone
conclusions. Feel free to expand on any point you feel needs emphasising, I'll take all feedback
on board.
Thanks in advance
James
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8.3 User Feedback Responses
Responses from three testers are copied verbatim in Figure 8.1.
Tester 1 is a new Android user, and not a Computer Science student.
Testers 2 and 3 are existing Android users, and also Computer Science students.

Tester 1
I installed it on a Google Nexus 5 running android 4.4.2 (unrooted, stock OS)
The app worked straight away. I encountered no bugs during use. The app is well tutorialised
and the stock scene ensures the functionality of each stage is clear. Upon changing the scene
settings the colour coding of the stages makes it easier to understand where in the rendering
process the settings cause a change. I have not taken a course in computer graphics but this
app does a good job of breaking down the process and I feel it would a great companion to a
computer graphics course as it takes quite abstract concepts and techniques and shows in an
approachable way what each technique does and how it can be varied to achieve different
results.

Tester 2
I found the app very intuitive to use, apart from one option, Custom Shape, on the Add New
menu on the Scene Composition editor. At first I was confused as to what this option does,
although I think a simple renaming to something like Composite Shape would make it clear
enough.
The app works perfectly fine on my Samsung Galaxy S3 running Android 4.1.2, it runs very
quickly and smoothly with no errors. I only found a few minor bugs, none of which had any
real impact on my experience.
I think the simulation, with the explanation of what is happening at the bottom in particular,
would have been a helpful tool when I was trying to understand how a graphics pipeline
works. As a tool for helping people to learn about graphics pipelines, I can think of no
additional features that would add much to the educational value.
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Tester 3
Testing Hardware: Samsung Galaxy S4 I9505
Testing OS: Android 4.3 (Jelly Bean)
First Impressions
The app starts and runs adequately well. It’s presented in a professional manner and guides
the user through the basic setup with a handy tutorial. Most elements are intuitive (for myself)
and required no trial and error to find out what they achieve.
Does it work?
This is quite ambiguous as it often depends on what you expect an app to do. However, to
make a generalised statement, from what you have outlined, the app performs to a good
standard. There is nothing that I have found that explicitly prevents the app function as it
should. There are specific parameters that should probably be limited in a final release to
avoid the app from crashing, and a few UI bugs that need to be ironed out, but considering
you expressed this was of little importance, I have only included them at the end in case you
were interested.
Is it fit for purpose?
In essence, yes, with regards to, ‘it does what it says on the tin’. It is my belief that if I had this
during my computer graphics module last year, it would have been a good visual aid to have.
Especially due to the fact that you are able to make customisable edits of your own and see
the changes reflected in the simulation; something that was not available to me at the time.
In terms of your suggestion of it being a course companion, I would have to agree. Otherwise
I believe that your target audience is limited to individuals with concise knowledge of
computer graphics. The app is packed with technical terminology that may be off putting to
anyone going through a learning process. Either that or provide some kind of documentation
yourself that gives a more in depth description of each function or parameter.
UI bugs and glitches
Firstly, there are a few little issues with the Scene Composition. It would be helpful if the scene
composition did not reset every time you exited and re-entered the app and having no way of
saving the settings for quite a complex scene proves a little annoying. Furthermore, expanding
an element appends all components to the bottom of the list of elements, instead of listing
them underneath the parent element. It also appears that there is no way of un-expanding a
list of components. Finally, when adding a shape (not a new primitive) to a scene, you can
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either save or cancel. After saving, I automatically hit the back arrow to run the simulation
only to find that you need to save the list of elements as well. I would suggest renaming the
label to ‘Finish’ rather than ‘Save’ like you have done for adding a Custom Shape so as to avoid
confusion.
The other bugs I will just add as captioned images as I believe them to be relatively
insignificant, and were a result of trying to break the app and probably wouldn’t have occurred
naturally.

Result of animation duration being too fast and spamming the ‘?’ button.
Figure 8.1 Responses to user feedback requests from all three testers
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8.4 Glossary


Graphics Library: Software designed to render computer graphics, typically providing
functions to handle common rendering tasks which are optimised for the target hardware.



Graphics API: The interface by which programs interact with a graphics library, often used
interchangeably with the term Graphics Library. Examples are DirectX and OpenGL.



Element: Class encapsulating location and colour data for scene elements, output by the
scene creation interface.



Drawable: Immutable class encapsulating vertex attribute data, used by the renderer to
draw the scene. One drawable exists per scene element.



Part-Whole hierarchy: A tree structure where components (parts) are composed together
to form a semantic unit (whole).



Race conditions: A system of concurrent operations where the output is dependent on the
order in which each operation is completed.



VRP: The view-reference point is the location of a virtual camera in a global coordinate
system, and the origin in the camera coordinate system.



VPN: The view-plane normal defines the orientation of the camera projection plane. The
VUP vector specifies the rotation of the camera with its back in this plane.



VUP: The view-up vector is the vector which defines (an approximation to) the upwards
direction in a virtual camera definition.



Virtual camera: The camera whose viewing frustum appears in the simulation before
viewport mapping takes place, sometimes also known as the scene camera. Located at the
origin in the scene coordinate system.



World camera: The camera which is initially the basis for the renderer view through which
the user views the world, and is modified by user manipulation (swipe gestures). Located at
the origin in the global coordinate system.



Actual camera: A reference to the camera currently in use by the OpenGL renderer.



NOAA renderer: The OpenGL renderer which has no multisampling support, and therefore
draws scenes without anti-aliasing.



MSAA renderer: The OpenGL renderer which has multisampling support, providing antialiased scenes with up to 4 samples per pixel (user-specified).
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Figure 8.2 Typical CPU usage during simulation of a sample scene. The simulator is shown in olive green

8.6 Android Debug Monitor Screenshots
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Figure 8.3 OpenGL call trace for a single frame, with one draw instruction highlighted

animation threads

Individual transition

Render threads

UI thread
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Figure 8.4 Trace of the onDrawFrame() render function and related procedures
during a sample simulation. Noteworthy threads are labelled on the left

8.7 Source Code Listing
In addition to the contextual inline code snippets included throughout the report, the entire
project source code can be viewed at www.github.com/ryft/pipeline.
Please note: the code repository will be available for the duration of the assessment period,
after which its visibility is dependent upon permission granted by the university.
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